Nebraska Extension is honored to partner with the Council for Professional Recognition and our colleagues at Better Kid Care, an outreach educational program of Penn State Cooperative Extension to support candidates pursuing their Child Development Associates (CDA).

**Nebraska Extension Educators with The Learning Child team** has a pool of qualified Professional Development Specialists across Nebraska to complete the final CDA verifications observations. Specialists can complete infant, toddler, and preschool verification visits. If candidates need assistance securing a Professional Development Specialist in their area or would like more information about our Child Development Associates (CDA) credential program, please email us at TLC@unl.edu to receive direct assistance.

https://go.unl.edu/CDA

Lynn DeVries  
Accountability Regions: Valley, Greeley, Sherman, Howard, Buffalo, Hall, Kearney, Adams, Franklin, and Webster counties

Lisa Poppe  
Accountability Regions: Burt, Cuming, Dodge, Washington, and Saunders counties

Sarah Roberts  
Accountability Regions: Dixon, Dakota, Wayne, Cedar, and Thurston counties

Jackie Steffen  
Accountability Regions: Cedar, Knox, Antelope, Boone, and Nance counites

LaDonna Werth  

Tasha Wulf  

Jackie Guzman  
Accountability Regions: Scotts Bluff, Morrill, Garden, Banner, Cheyenne, Deuel, and Kimbell counties, Bilingual (Spanish) PD Specialists Visit

Linda Reddish  
Accountability Regions: Statewide, CDA Program Contact Lead